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NDTV

Watch Video

..."Human chain of children is symbolic for the future of this country, which belongs to the
children and they stand together for saving the environment. It is very senseless to destroy a
green area which reduces pollution in the world’s most polluted city, just to build space for more
pollution causing activities. Children and wildlife can’t exist happily on a highway", says
Verhaen Khanna, Founder, New Delhi Nature Society.
Read Full Article
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The Times Of India
After Justice Gita Mittal now Justice Bakhru
comes to rescue of Delhi residents from ill
conceived projects of NBCC and MoHUA.

The Times of India

Residents of Delhi NCR gathered outside the Ministry of
environment, forests and climate change to raise their voice
about the inaction of the government regarding the current
state of Air Pollution.
People of all ages are suffering and dying, so we need to see
some action now, no point waiting till 2050.

Read Full Article
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The Wire

Digging through the current High Court order for the
#7GPRA projects and instructions to NBCC. Please note
that NONE OF THE 7 PROJECTS HAVE BEEN
APPROVED BY THE COURT.
The court has asked NBCC to seek fresh approvals from
the Delhi State Environment Impact Assessement
Authority (SEIAA) which will critically examine the
environment impact such a project may have. Obv, this
DOES NOT MEAN THAT THE PROJECTS HAVE
BEEN APPROVED ALREADY.

All projects including those earlier approved by the SEIAA are no longer individual projects but form one 'single urban project'
hence approval shld be reviewed as a fresh project and not as 'reconsideration' of their EC. And, NONE OF THE PROJECTS
HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY COURT.
Delhi State Environment Impact Assessement Authority (SEIAA) is responsible for critically examining the cumulative
environ. impacts of the project e.g. on air quality & biodiversity loss before granting EC. NONE OF THE PROJECTS HAVE
GOT THIS CLEARANCE YET.
In addition to EC, the #GPRA project needs to get tree cutting permissions from the Delhi Tree Authority. NO TREE
CUTTING PERMISSIONS HAVE BEEN GIVEN TO THE PROJECT YET. And we hope that the Tree Authority will not
function as a permit giving machinery.
Traffic management approval for the area is to be given by UTTIPEC at the project approval stage. But no detailed traffic study
has been completed and submitted so far for this area, HENCE NO TRAFFIC APPROVALS HAVE BEEN GIVEN TO THE
#GPRA PROJECT YET.
In addition to EC, tree felling permissions & traffic approval, NBCC needs to get approval from DelhiJalBoard for the amount
of fresh water needed after the redevelopment is done. THE PROJECT HAS NOT RECEIVED THE FRESH WATER
SUPPLY APPROVAL YET.
Without these approvals NO further construction activity or felling of trees can be carried out in Nauroji Ngr, Netaji Ngr,
Saroini Nagar, Thyagaraj Nagar, Mohammedpur, Kasturba Nagar or Srinivaspuri Pl note.
In an interview given to BloombergQuint, DrAK_Mittal says that 6 out of 7 redevelopment projects have received a nod from
the Delhi High Court. THIS IS OBJECTIVELY INCORRECT. NONE OF THE PROJECTS CAN GO THROUGH
WITHOUT NECESSARY APPROVALS.

Read Full Article

Desi Bird Eating Desi Grass
Teaching us an important lesson
(Red Munia)
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Birding Nature Walk
Participants traveled
from all over Delhi
NCR to Visit Okhla
Bird Sanctuary with
NDNS.

The weather was really
amazing and we
identified dozens of
bird species.

Using a bird book and
binoculars, the
participants were able
to notice some
migratory birds as
well.

The Red Munia was
the main highlight of
the walk. The
participants were
awstruck by this
natural beauty.

Join us for future
walks, follow the
events on our FB page
or whatsapp
9711115666.

Greenzones of Delhi

Now that temperatures are cooler, we can start visiting the
beautiful green areas of Delhi. Whatsapp 9711115666 if you
are interested to join the nature walks or stay tuned to the
events page on our website and social media pages.
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NHAI to Destroy Aravalli Biodiversity Park
NHAI's decision to construct a six lane expressway
between Gurgaon and Manesar will destroy city's last
Green Lungs - Gurugram's Aravalli Biodiversity park.

ABDP is a 380 acre park which is home to many native
plants and wildlife.

Watch Video

AQI of Delhi NCR on Diwali !
Most countries would not let the AQI go above 100, Indians have special superhuman lungs
according to the wise decision makers. Children are forcefully made to suffocate, so that only the
strongest may survive. The following data was collected from www.aqi.in

Things to do, if a tree is being cut :
Click pictures
Tell them to stop immediately
Ask them to show the Forest Department permission letter
No permission, then Call 100 and wait till help arrives.
Write a letter to the APCCF and CC to the DCF of your area.
If they have permission, take the supervisors details who must
be present there and contact the Forest Department .
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AQI smart monitors set up all over the country.
www.aqi.in has set up Air Quality
Index monitors which give 24x7
live feedback about the PM 2.5,
PM 10, Humidity, Temperature
and Noise level.

New Friends Colony has a
monitor setup at New Delhi
Nature Society HQ by AQI
India.

Citizens of Delhi Raise voices on Pollution
While the ministry of environment forests and climate
change celebrates a clean air week for only 5 days, the
citizens of Delhi NCR gathered to raise their voice
about the suffering inflicted on them due to no action
from the government. People came out to voice their
concerns in many ways.

Raoul Kerr, a Delhi based rapper, was present in the
gathering and he rapped about the air pollution in
Delhi.

The crowd absolutely loved it !

Watch Video

COW RESCUE

Bee Hive Rescue

A Bee Hive with the

We rescued this injured cow in NFC with the help of many

harmless bees were

local people and the ambulance from Dhyan Foundation.

rescued in NFC which
were in a bucket on the
roadside with some men
who were selling the
honey.
The hive was placed
back on a tree in a park.
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How humans are killing themselves

20+ linear Projects in this area require the need to cut
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Tree Climbing Workshop

New Delhi Nature Society conducted a tree climbing
workshop on Children's Day at Nehru Park.

21 lakh Trees.

1st Century B.C :
Man Helping Girl
Climb a Tree ,
Bodh Gaya , Bihar.

Indian Tulip Tree

Silk Floss Tree

Have you seen the
Indian Tulip Tree
flowering ?

You can look out for
them in your
surroundings.
Spare a moment to admire the Silk Floss Trees
flowering all around the city.
They are hard to miss with such a vibrant shade of Pink
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More than a dozen trees felled in Lajpat Nagar I Block by some evil residents at
I 86 (near Andhra bank).
When the police arrived, these ladies started beating the complainant.
No tree cutting permission was at the location.
The policeman suddenly denied seeing the ladies beating the complainant.
Instead the police has accepted a complaint from the resident against the
complainant for taking pictures in public.
If you are wondering why is Delhi the most polluted city on earth, it’s because of
people like these and pathetic policemen.

If You Ever Wanted To See An Example Of
Irony, You Should Have Been In Delhi for
Diwali. (Click here for Full Article)
After Supreme Court Banned Fireworks, thousands of people in Delhi
burnt fireworks.
Some of them burnt fireworks with a pollution mask on.
The lady in the picture is helping her children burn fireworks and all 3
of them have masks on.
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Important news articles (Click below to open)
467 hectares of Yavatmal forest land given to Reliance
Adani power plant gets 142 hectares more forest land
Maharashtra Govt Diverts Forest Land Equivalent To 293 Football Fields To Private Company
Maneka Gandhi lashes out at Maharashtra govt over killing of tigress Avni
Autopsy of tigress Avni suggests foul play, discredits self-defence theory
Avni protesters demand Maharashtra forest minister Mungantiwar's Sacking
31,000 trees to be cut to widen Mumbai-Goa highway
Maneka Gandhi Interview: Maharashtra Giving Away Forests To Cronies At Throwaway Prices
399 projects coming up in tiger corridors of Central India and Eastern Ghats
Bannerghatta park’s eco-shield cut down by 100 square kilometres
Maneka has her way, state panel on T1 reconstituted
New road projects set to isolate Tadoba, cut off tiger migration routes
Illegal mining, real estate, government inaction are swallowing up North India’s ancient Aravallis
Under Modi, India Has Witnessed an Unprecedented Chomping of the Earth

There are humans in my forest,
I dont know what to do

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQQXstNh45g
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Booklet of Native Trees
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COOL BAGS for Cool People

If you are trying to
identify trees around
your home or planning to
plant some new trees,
this is the best place to
start.
This booklet covers 100
native trees of Delhi.
Trees which are adapted
to the environment,
require minimum
maintenance and sustain
the wildlife. (Rs 50/-)

Buy Forever Plants

New Cool Bag Designs

Fits in your pocket easily.
Carry your laptop or groceries.

Buy forever plants from NDNS.
These plants can outlive you and
all your future generations if it is

Buy 5 cloth bags for just Rs 200/Plastic bags are out of fashion.

well taken care of. (Rs 100/-)

When you buy from NDNS, you

Order now : 9711115666

are supporting our
environmental conservation
work.

A sip of Nature
Enjoy beverages in your very own NDNS mug.

DONATE to NDNS
Volunteer / Intern at NDNS

Protect the environment
Join the growing NDNS team
Email your CV to info@ndns.in

Bank Details :
Account: New Delhi Nature Society
Account number: 918020010738403
IFSC: UTIB0001326
Bank Address: Axis Bank, Shop no 6,
Ground Floor and Basement,
Community Center, New Delhi 110025
- 9711115666
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Roadwatch App

De-Choke Trees
The Hon’ble National Green Tribunal in its order dated 23rd April
2013 has directed all Public Authorities to ensure that all the sign
boards, names, advertisements, any kind of boards or signage's,
electric wires and high tension cables or otherwise are removed
from the trees.

They shall also ensure that the concrete surrounding the trees
within one meter of the trees are removed and all the trees are
looked after well and due precaution is taken in future so that no
concrete or construction or repairing work is done at least within
one meter radius of the trunk of trees.

Delhi Preservation of Trees Act, 1994
Click here for the NGT Order

SOS NUMBERS

Click here for the Public Notice
Website to Contact the Forest Department

FOR TREES AND ANIMALS
:

http://delhi.gov.in/wps/wcm/connect/DOIT_Forest/for
est/home/rti/directory+of+officer+and+employees

NDNS - 9711115666
Fauna Police - 9212111116
Give Me Trees Trust - 8800326033
Wildlife Rescue - 9810129698, 9810639698
People For Animals - 011 23719293 / 9294.
For Cows Love for cow Trust - 9818434399
Doctor for cow - 9650048826
Dhyan Foundation - 9999099423
Kamdhenu Mangal Parivaar
(Free 24×7 Cow Ambulance with doctor on board) -

Maybe your company has some CSR funds.
Maybe you want to support New Delhi Nature Society.
Maybe your investment can save trees , animals and make
the world a better place.

7503777888, 9911002200

Please Read the helpful documents
on the Animal Welfare Board of India website:
https://awbi.org/
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